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Acknowledged as Top Hospice Pet Doula & 
Healer of 2023 and recipient of the 
Lifetime Achievement Award 2024, Sue's 
dedication to pet hospice care is 
remarkable. Her company, 7 Dogs Media, 
honors her seven dogs that passed away. 
She offers comfort during challenging 
times such as when pets or loved ones 
cross over.

Sue received the Business Mastery Award 
from John Assaraf in 2007 for establishing 
a business that significantly impacts lives. 
She has worked closely with Jack Canfield, 
even leading his BREAKTHROUGH TO 
SUCCESS event in 2022. Despite her busy 
schedule, she continues to provide 
empowering insights.

As an author, Sue has written books like 
"For The Love Of Pets Who Help Us Heal" 
and "Soar Above It: Overcoming Adversities 
In Life," inspiring resilience and healing. 
Her book "Rocky’s Trip To The Hospital" is 
based on her personal experiences. 
"Rocky’s Positive Thoughts Coloring Book," 
another creation, helps children facing 
challenges find hope and inspiration.

Her success, she believes, comes from 
perseverance, compassion, and 
mentorship. In the future, Sue plans to 
write more books, create online courses, 
and continue providing hope and healing 
to those experiencing loss.

"I read people & pets alive and those 
while crossing and crossed over. I do 
this by seeing their photo and they 

bring me their messages. 
I experience what they feel as they 

are crossing over."
Two near-death experiences gave Sue 
London a connection to the "other side," 
becoming a conduit for peace and healing. 
During her second experience, she was 
urged by her Grandpa Buck and Jesus to 
assist others in healing. 

Raised alone, Sue found companionship 
with animals. After being revived, she 
discovered dormant abilities, allowing her to 
channel messages from people and animals 
alike. Her services include acting as a 
Hospice Pet Doula, hosting podcasts, 
motivational speaking, coaching, and 
authorship.

ABOUT SUE LONDON



Messages from your pet:
Personalized Consultation Services

Signs From Your Beloved Pet: A 
book on how to recognize and 
understand the signs your pets 
may be sending you

GRIEVING A PET WHO IS ABOUT TO 
CROSS OVER, WHO HAS PASSED, 

OR NEED TO UNDERSTAND A PET'S 
LIVING NEEDS?

CLICK LINK TO LEARN MORE ABOUT:

How to Heal with Reiki: Energetic
alternative healing practice you
can learn to do on your own pets

HELP HEALING YOUR LIVING PETS  &  
HELP YOU AND YOUR PETS WHILE THEY 

CROSS OVER WITH REIKI

CLICK LINK TO LEARN MORE ABOUT: 

SUE LONDON SERVICES AND BOOKS

IS YOUR CHILD DEALING WITH LOSS 
OR SICKNESS? CLICK IMAGES FOR 
BEST-SELLING BOOKS ABOUT PET 

THERAPY AND HEALING THROUGH 
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE

Hospice Pet Doula Services - 
Helping dying pets cross in peace 
and bringing comfort to pet owners

Did you know that your mood, emotional and spiritual energy and emotions can affect 
the health or mood of your pets? 

Do you fear facing the day you'll have to say goodbye to your pet? Are you grieving or 
looking to connect with a beloved pet that has passed away, or learn about what your 

living pets are thinking and feeling? 

Sue London is globally-renowned, respected, Hospice Pet Doula, Animal Communicator 
and author, and has comforted thousands of people to deeply connect with their pets, 
living, while crossing over and crossed over, and helping them find peace in the process.

 Reiki: Healing Support For Your Pet

Reiki: Distant Energy Healing and 
Messages 

Hospice Pet Doula Services: Helping 
dying pets cross in peace and bringing 
comfort to pet owners
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BOOK SUE FOR YOUR LIVE OR VIRTUAL EVENT

5-minute energy protection, guided
meditation

Fillable form on Sue's website to ask
X3 questions about your living pet
(or a pet that passed away)*

During event, Sue will select a few
guests to give a live reading (via
ZOOM) to share messages about
guest's living pet (or a pet that has
passed away)

Every guest and their pet will receive
Reiki before and during the event
from Sue 

Experience Sue London's psychic 
abilities, at your next event.

Package includes:

Fil l  out short form on Sue's website ahead of event 

Share a clear photo of their pet (with eyes facing forward)

SUE REQUIREMENTS (10-DAYS) AHEAD OF VIRTUAL EVENT* 

Each participating guest will:

*Sue wil l select a number of guests during virtual event to do a reading with them
*Length of events can vary depending on cl ient needs. If you would l ike more information about
booking Sue London for private, virtual events, please email : sue@asksuelondon.ca
or call : +1 (905) 399-1228 or visit : www.AskSueLondon.ca
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Presented by
John Assaraf
"The Secret" 

SUE LONDON SELECT MEDIA

Sue London was selected by JACK CANFIELD to 
be his room leader for his BREAKTHROUGH TO

SUCCESS  event in April  2022 
(*She was selected out of 1000 applicants )

Click to Book Sue For Media and Keynote Appearances 
Click for Media Tab
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"Oh my gosh! Have you ever wondered what 
your fur baby is thinking, or what they want you 

to know? My friend Sue London does pet 
readings for our furry friends both here and on 

the other side. You send a photo to her, and 
she connects with them. She starts to sketch 

them and the readings come through. 
The validations and insights you receive are 

off the charts."
- Brenda Pearce, Author, TV Show Host of

Empowered Living on The Dream
Visions 7 Media Network

SELECT CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

"I love, love, love the drawing of little Cosmo and 
the message he gave to Sue London for me to 

enjoy I laughed out loud when I first read it. It is 
so right on the money. Cosmo is a little 

character, and his personality was captured in 
the drawing and in his communication! Thank  

you [Sue London] so much for this precious gift." 
- Janet Nestor, Author, Mental Health

Therapist, and Diplomat in Energy
Psychology

"My little 17 year old dog India has cataracts that rendered her almost completely blind. The vet told 
us a couple of years ago that India could only see shadows and she would eventually be completely 

blind. This was devastating news as India's greatest joy was chasing balls endlessly. All of that came to 
a halt as she became inactive due to her vision loss. Even going for walks has been difficult as she 

gets startled by sun and shade, and stumbles and falls. I am beyond grateful for meeting Sue 
London!! Sue's healing has miraculously restored some of India's vision. Just yesterday after seeing 
Sue, India confidently walked through the crowd on a sunny day without stuttering her steps and 

could see where she was going. Today India actually chased a ball I tossed across the floor. She saw 
the ball for the first time in years! I'm beyond grateful for Sue's healing abilities for my little girl. 

India and I will continue this healing journey with you. So much gratitude for you!! 
Thank you so much for giving of yourself Sue." - Tina & India

"There are no words Sue to express the gratitude I feel to you for allowing Greg, Punky and I to 
connect on a deeply spiritual level in the minutes before Punky’s crossing …it is a gift to all of us 

that I could not imagine ever expecting." 
- Gratitude and love from my family, Mary, Greg and Punky

"My sweet boy Louie was with me for over 16 years. I connected with Sue to help provide Reiki for 
Louie & I during his decline for the past couple of weeks and through the entire process of helping my 

sweet boy across the rainbow bridge. It was truly a very peaceful experience being by his side, less 
stressful than I could image. It was the hardest thing I’ve ever done but Sue’s Reiki healing helped 

immensely. Thank you Sue you are an angel!" 
- Dean Duet, CPTD-KA Professional Dog Trainer, Double D Dog Training “Dog Dude”

"Sue helped us with our Tysen's crossing. Recently Max crossed over. Being blessed with love and support 
by someone who understands what the animals need at this time gave me peace and knowing of how I 

could have been of service to my beloved boy. Max transitioned so peacefully and it was with dignity. I was 
at ease myself and to experience what I was dreading in such a healing process, I recommend everyone 

have Sue guide them. Sue sent me a message saying that she heard angels and it was at the same 
moment Max transitioned." - Melissa
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